GREAT FINAL STAGE OF THE RIEJU TEAM
Pedrero enters on the 7th position, Mena on the 12th and they close their participation in the Dakar in positions 15 and 16 of
the general. Rookie Marc Calmet ranks 34th. A great performance from the entire team.
Joan Pedrero closes his 13th Dakar with a spectacular 7th position in the last stage with a time of 02H 27' 42'' and manages to
position himself 15th overall.
Oriol Mena completed the stage in the 12th position, with a time of 02H 32' 36'', 15' 34'' behind Brabec, and finished 16th in
the general, after a great performance in the second week of the rally.
The rookie Calmet, has finished his first adventure in the Dakar among the top 35, entering today in 38th position.
Classification 12th stage
Oriol Mena (Elite) - 12
Joan Pedrero (Elite / Legend) -7
Marc Calmet (Marathon / Rookie) - 38
General ranking
Oriol Mena (Elite) - 16
Joan Pedrero (Elite / Legend) -15
Marc Calmet (Marathon / Rookie) - 34
Joan Pedrero:
"I'm very happy. 3 Riejus have finished the Dakar. This was the main objective, the most important thing, and we are all fine. We
have all had a fall, but we are fine and that is the most important thing. Very happy, amazing team. The entire FN Speed and Rieju
teams have been adorable and we had a great time!”
Duration: 35 seconds
Oriol Mena:
“Dakar finished. Three out of three. I am happy. Despite all the problems, we are here, which is the most important thing, at the
finish line. Feeling joyful for the work done, a great satisfaction, and above all, gratitude to all the sponsors and people who have
made it possible for me to be here. To Rieju and FNSpeed. And now to continue working. less than 365 days to start a new Dakar.
We will see if there is an opportunity to be here again, and be, at least a little bit more well prepared and try to be in the positions
that we deserve. I want to thank all those who have managed to get me here today, grateful”.
Duration: 52 seconds
Marc Calmet:
"Hi, Dakar is finished. I am super happy to be here. It was first time for me, I was a rookie. It was a big challenge for me and a
dream since I was a child. Now, I am happy because it is been a long, long rally, long days. Desert that was new for me. Will see
next year, now it is time to enjoy"
(Duration: 32 seconds).
Miquel Garcia, team manager Rieju Team
“Very happy that the 3 drivers have reached the finish line, which was the goal. And make the Rieju's brand reach the world of the
off road through the most important test there is. Very happy for Rieju and for the three drivers who deserve it, they have fought
a lot and also for the entire Rieju and FN Speed team because we see the work of the drivers, which is great, but there are also
many people working behind and I am very grateful and happy for the whole team”.
Duration: 30 seconds

Picture (L to R): Pedrero, Mena and Calmet at Dakar’s 2021 Podium.

STAGE 12:
Stills stage 12: : https://we.tl/t-WupQm2Gu7K
Soundbites (Pilots & team manager Rieju Team):https://we.tl/t-WZV65JiR9T
Broll Oriol Mena at podium: https://we.tl/t-StnjPspqo4

GOPRO IMAGES OF PILOT MARC CALMET DRIVING HIS MOTORBIKE FROM ALULA TO YANBU:
Feature, 90 seconds:https://www.dropbox.com/sh/j4cyx9cmi9amghj/AACTh9xmOkKhNAB0Lgth9M0ia?dl=0
Broll: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/oipbapdirl0qu2v/AACI2Z9QLkl__2mALSpslehva?dl=0
Soundbites pilot: https://we.tl/t-cxw5ZVEiAT
DAKAR FROM INSIGHT (VIDEO SUMMARY WITH @WILLY_FOXX FROM THE BIVOAUC).
Spanish (Full HD): https://we.tl/t-VHMsNmdgnj
Spanish (A 1080): https://we.tl/t-gIlPr9zkOs
English (A 1080): https://bit.ly/2LFy6Le
FURTHER INFORMATION:
Mima Garriga | mimagarriga@coolmedialab.es
Mónica Moyano | monicamoyano@coolmedialab.es
MARKETING RIEJU:
Ignasi Boadas |marketing@Riejumoto.com

